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THE CHANGING MARKET DEMANDS FOR FEEDER CATTLE IN THE WEST
Dr. Bill Pope
Associate Director, Agricultural Experiment Station
College of Agriculture, Texas A & MUniversity
College Station, Texas 77843
Vast changes have occurred in beef production in the Southwest since
World War II. These changes are important since this area is a vast
reservoir of feeder calf production for the United States. While the
beef cow remains the cornerstone of the industry, a whole new industry
has emerged--the large, commerical feedlot . Today, Texas' position as
a leader in beef production can hardly be challenged . Our state harbors
one out of every seven beef cows in the U. S. By the mid-1970's, we
may become the leading cattle feeding state. Last year's expansion in
feedlot capacity totaled nearly 1/2 million head . Stocker cattle from
Texas range and small grain pastures runs into the millions annually.
No other segment has been such a harbinger of change as the large
commerical feedlot. One might wonder what bearing the growth of these
feeding complexes has on the range industry. The answer is quite clear
and real. Its impact is felt all the way down the line to the basic
cow herds; it influences where beef will be produced in the future,
who pwns Texas cow herds and stocker cattle, and even how they will be
managed.
Take a simple example of a large feedlot of approximately 60,000
head--with a daily turnover of 400, as is common on the Plains. Assuming
a 70 percent calf crop to be the maximum that can finally be put through
-the feedlot, this requires a cow herd potential of 208,600 head! If
Texas herds average less than 50 head, this means that over 4,000 cow
herds would be required! If the average investment per cow unit is $1100,
this requires nearly a quarter-billion dollars--just to supply the
replacement cattle for one feedlot! Further, this means over 2 million
acres of native range to support the cow herd and the production of grain
from over 70,000 acres.
Such figures are indeed amazing, but realistic nonetheless. We are
speaking of a segment of agriculture that supplies over 1/3 of all gross
farm and ranch income to Texas, that generates new dollars with 3 times
their initial value in earning power before they leave main street in
thousands of cities and towns throughout the state. We are speaking of
over 170,000 individual cow herd owners--scattered to every corner of
the state, with perhaps a dozen different systems of management geared
to their individual resources .
One factor that has become cl ear during the past few years is that
the growing importance of livestock is a real "money maker" for Texas
agriculture. Total livestock earnings amount to nearly $1.6 billion out
of about 3 billion income. Yet the figure is even greater if we consider
that a large segment of the income from cropland agriculture (about 35%)
is in the form of government payments of one kind or another. Subtract
this, and nearly 65%of the real earning power of Texas agriculture is
in the hands of stockmen.
The bulk of the states' feeder cattle production still comes from
native range, and thus, cattle and range management are interwoven. Yet
both are terribly slow to improve in production per acre or per head. It

is estimated that the yearly rate of genetic improvement in a beef breeding
herd is only 1 to 1 1/2 percent, at best. Thus, if weaning weights are
averaging 450 pounds, one might expect a 7 1/ 2 pound increase yearly from
intense selection and culling. On the range side, the results are almost
as slow. A 10-year period is often necessary to gauge the potenti al
improvement resulting from a management practice. Conversely, only a few
years of mismanagement can deteriorate this basic range resource and wipe
out a generation of progress.
In attempting to increase his income, the rancher has traditionally
resorted to a "horizontal" method of attacking the problem--more land
and more cattle . Often this is accomplished by buying out a neighboring
ranch, or by increasing numbers that prove to be disastrous when dry
weather hits . Liquidating the basic breeding herd is indeed costly to
a ranching operation when such a crisis occurs. Further, since many of
the costs of the cow-calf operation are "fi xed" (i.e., land investment,
feed, labor, marketing, taxes, etc.) to a per-head basis, merely
increasing numbers of cattle may not result in a corresponding improvement in net profit.
A much more sensible approach for the entire beef industry is
"vertical" improvement--greater producti on per head! Each 100 cows under
this system will wean 5 more calves per year, each individual cow producing
50 or 100 pounds more calf at weaning, and every calf would have the
potential for greater feedlot gain. In fact, the genetic improvement as
the results of better beef herds in the central and western par ts of Texas
may well be the only feasible way of stepping-up production. Frankl y
speaking, lack of rainfall, year in and year out, makes it impossibl e to
produce the extra 2 1/2 tons of dry matter needed to maintain a cow
during the year! By the above means of better breeding, feeding, and
management to achieve greater production per head, the "overhead" costs
of maintaining a beef cow can be spread out over more pounds of calf
produced. This can dramatically lower the "cost per pound of calf weaned."
If as many as 6 methods of increasing production as shown in Table 2
could be "pyramided," one on top of the other in a basic production program,
then the costs of producing a pound of calf could be lowered by 37%.
Basically, the problem of expanded feeder calf production boils down
to a matter of available forage. With a daily requirement of about 15
pounds of dry-weight forage as a minimum daily requirement for a 1 ,000
lb. beef cow, the yearly needs become 5500 pounds. Thus, range forage
production in the semi-arid areas of Texas become self-limiting. The
only alternatives to this are (a) greater production per head, or (b) some
method of producing i ncreased forage such as ensiling a forage crops so
that a dryl at peri ad, or supplement to range product.ion, wil 1 a11 ow the
rancher to maintain greater numbers of cows per section of land. Results
of long-term experiment at the Spur Station show that drylotting the beef
cow is feasible.
Among the major changes we have witnessed in the last two decades of
beef production, one of the most far- reaching has been increasing emphasis
on cow-calf herds. High overhead costs prohibit the long maintenance
programs in the case of two and three-year old steers on grass . Even
yearling cattle are becoming a scare commodity.
Some of the factors that have been observed in Texas beef production
in the last 20 years are worth noting, as they affect our range resource :
1. There has been a marked reduction in age of feeder cattle--from
three-year-olds to short yearlings. Thus, a greater percentage of our
total beef population is maintained in the form of beef cows, putting
more yearlong pressure on native range and improved pastures . This
pressure will continue since feedlots must f i ll their expanding replacement needs and cow numbers are not yet increasing.
2

2. We have seen an emphasis on larger beef cattle during the past
decade, which has increased the "maintenance load" per section of range
land . Again, this is likely to continue as the trend toward more
muscular cattle is emphasized. As body weight increases, maintenance
costs go up (see Figure 1). Thus, the addition of 200 pounds to cow
weight, assuming an increased need of 1.0 lb. roughage per cwt. for daily
maintenance, results in a half-ton more forage per year, assuming average
composition values. This, in turn, puts greater pressure on our range.
This factor has not been considered in our long-range planning .
3. The production potential of many of our beef cattle is greater
today than in the past, resulting in greater need for more productive and
adequate feed resources. More carry over programs with calves after
weaning are being stressed.
4. Constant deterioration of native range in many areas of the
Southwest due to overgrazing and the invasion of brush and weeds raises
a serious problem. It has been suggested that we are losing approximately
one million acres of native range potential each year from brush invasion
in Texas alone, pointing up the need for research support provided by
the newly formed Brush Control and Range Improvement Association.
5. We are grazing the native ranges of the state today with a
different type of cattle than before World War II. These cattle are not
only bigger, as pointed out above, but better adapted, more productive,
with a higher percentage calf crop and often crossbred in foundation.
The latter may result in a more aggressive grazing behavior than for
straight-breds.
Long-range predictions call for increased beef production in all three
segments of the Texas industry-- feedlots, stocker operations, and cow-calf
herds. Today, we total over 11 million head and are advancing rapidly.
Most of the development of cow herds apparently will take place i n eastern
and southern sections of Texas, where rainfall will permit development of
temporary and improved pastures. Stocker production and "backgrounding"
operations can be expected to increase in the central part of Texas, and
in the northwest, as the large feedlots attempt to secure a dependable
source and supply of replacements. More combination cow-calf herds and
stocker programs, with a carry over of part of the calf crop may well
become dominant in this area. More supplemental feeding of the cow herd
(i.e., partial drylotting on silage or other harvested feeds), creepfeeding of calves and growing-type programs after weaning may well occur
under favorable beef cattle prices. In some marginal areas, range land
may be used primarily for recreation and hunting, with range livestock
declining.
With the slow genetic change in beef herds (5 to 7 generation interval),
plus the slow response of native range following improvement practices,
it is essential that the Southwest have strong, aggressive extension
programs. There will be a great temptation, in periods of high cattle
prices, to subject our range land to even greater grazing pressure. It
will be a wise rancher, indeed, who understands the critical nature of
the problem and the hazards involved, and so manages this basic resource
to improve his position over the long pull.
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Figure 1.

Feed required for maintenance and activity.

lb. Feed
Per Day
22
20
18 16 14 -

3.8#
33%

7.3#
63%

10. 6#
91 %

700#
Cow

10 ..

l ,000
l ,300
(Body Weight lb.)
From Texas Ext. Bull. 1044 (50% TON in Feed)
700

Table l.

1,600

Cattle and beef projections - 1980, (48 states).
1967

1980

% Change

Jan. 1 Cows (l,000 head)
Percentage Calf Crop
Total Calf Crop (1 ,000 head)
Calf Slaughter (l ,000 head)
Cattle Imports (1 ,000 head}
Cattle Slaughter (l ,000 head)
Fed Cattle Slaughter (l ,000 head)

49,776
87 1/2
43,570
6, 109
745
34,298
22,800 b

56,700
89 1/2
50,750
3,500
500
42,600 a
31,500

+14

Beef Production (Mil. lbs.)

20, 185

26, 100

+29

a Allowing for an increase in inventory of 1. 2 million head .
b Fed cattle marketings for 32 states plus 5%.
Aug. 2, 1968.
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+16

+24
+38

Table 2.

Increased output per cow unit lowers cost/lb.
% Reduction

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Base = 450 lb .w.wt., 90% calf crop-Add 5% to calf crop
Add 20 lb. to wean. wt.
Add 7% from crossbreeding
Reduce feed cost $5 per cow
Implant steer calves for 20 lb.
Carryover light 1/3 calves

6.4
2.3
9.4
5.7
2.8
10.6

37.2
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THE USE OF DRYLOT AND OTHER MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES TO
ENLARGE THE COW HERD FOR INCREASED PRODUCTION OF FEEDERS
Paul T. Marion
Superintendent, Rolling Plains
Livestock Research Station, Spur, Texas 7g370
Cow-calf operations for the production of feeder calves has always
been one of the most important agricultural industries in Texas. The
phenomenal growth of feedlots on the High Plains in recent years and the
increasing demand for calves makes this segment of the beef production
industry even more important. Scientists can argue about which came
first, the chicken or the egg, but no one will argue about the need
for a feeder calf before you can produce a slaughter steer or heifer.
Texas can and must supply a large number of the feeders which go into
our High Plains beef plants. The Rolling Plains and Southern High Plains
are in an ideal location and have the natural resources to grow into a
major area for the production of feeder calves that meet the specifications
for these feedlots . The demand for this product is here now. Mr. Tom
Herrick, representi ng the Texas Cattle Feeders Assocation at the recent
Beef Cattle Short Course in College Station, reported that the supply
of feeder calves was one of the feeders greatest concerns. Some of
the traditional cow-calf producers in the Southeast have plowed up
their pastures to chase after the soybean . This puts our area in a
more important position than ever before to supply feeder calves and
share in this rapidly growing beef plant .
Ten years ago a so-called drylot cow-calf project was developed at
the Spur Research Station. The station had 800 acres of grassland which
had a carrying capacity of a cow to 20 acres. This limited the number
of cows on pasture to 40 head so it was decided that another 40 head could
be placed in confinement and fed a silage ration. This made it possible
to double the number of cows in the project without acquiring more land,
which is the most expensive item in a rancing operation today. Native
grassland in the Rolling Plains is valued at $50 to $75 per acre. Improved
pastures with some measure of brush control, water conservation and
reseeding, such as the station pastures, sell at the higher figure .
This makes an investment of $1,500 per cow in land for the traditional
cattleman. Three acres of dryland or one acre of irrigated land will
provide feed for a cow and calf for a year with an investment of $300
to $500 per cow. Pens and other equipment would add another $100/cow.
Only a few operators who have tried a total confinement system with
beef cattle have stayed with it, but many are now using a more practical
semi-confinement program. Some operators whose cow's calve in the fall
of the year take the whole herd off pasture during the winter and use
A.I. with cleanup bulls. The cattle remain in drylot until pasture grasses
have made a good start in the spring. This is beneficial to the root system
of the grass and the pastures can be stocked at a tieavier rate without
harming the grass. Other operators graze aftermath crops and small grain
during the winter and confine the cattle from May through September or
October. They can also practice A.I. and use green chopped feed to replace
silage as soon as early planted forage is available. Sudan and other
cultivated grasses and forage crops can be used for part-time grazing.
The objectives of the original study with drylot cows were to determine
the effects of three levels of energy upon percent calf crop, weaning
weights of calves, longevity of cows, and to compare the performance of cows
6

on native pasture with those in drylot. The low, medium and high level
rations had very little effect upon percent calf crop and weaning weights
of the calves on pasture or in drylot over the 10-year period. After
the 10th calf crop was weaned in 1969, 17 cows from the low level, 14
from the medium level, and 15 from the high level survived out of 24
head in each group. Pasture cows weaned an 87% calf crop that weighed
an average of 474 pounds compared with 85% at 472 pounds for the drylot
cows. Twenty-five of the original 36 drylot cows and 21 pasture cows
survived after the 10th calf crop was weaned.
Some of the advantages of confinement and semi-confinement cow-calf
operations are:
1. Less initial cost per cow unit;
2. the cow herd can be increased without purchasing additional land;
3. animals may be more closely observed for early treatment of
disease and physical injuries;
4. records of performance can be maintained more easily and replacements can be selected on basis of performance of sire and dam;
5. artificial insemination can be practiced more effectively;
6. calves raised in confinement are preconditioned for feedlot;
7. rations can be adjusted to meet the needs of the cow;
8. less hazard from drouth and other extreme climatic conditions.
Disadvantages of the confinement systems are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

It requires more labor than grazing operation;
closer supervision is necessary and confines the operator;
confinement creates more disease problems, especially among calves;
more machinery is needed which can break down and need repairs;
feed costs are higher.
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FEEDER CATTLE FOR WEST TEXAS
Dr. Dale Furr
Nutritionist, Hi-Pro Feeds, Inc.
P.O. Box 1068, Friona, Texas 79035
There are a number of ways to approach a subject of the nature that I
have this morning. One way would be to talk about selection programs
and the pressure that must be exerted by the commerical cattleman to
produce the type of calf presently desired by the feeder. Another way would
be to compare production traits of different breeds and emphasize those
traits of a particular breed which most nearly correspond with feedlot
demands. Still another alternative would be to compare performance of
straightbred cattle with Fl crosses and perhaps to compare different Fl
crosses. Additionally, feedlot research data comparing certain Fl crosses
with three-way crosses could be presented. Yet, still another way would
be to compare performance of nondescript type cattle, Okies if you prefer,
with fancy, straight-bred cattle.
However, there are many segments in this beef industry and I find it
difficult to completely separate or single out any particular phase without
due consideration to others. For example, suppose we asked a commercial
producer, a feedlot operator, a packer, an animal geneticist, and a meat
scientist to step up here this morning and present their views regarding
feeder cattle for West Texas. Would you anticipate a majority of common
points? Or would there be enough factors in common presented to resolve
the differences objectively?
For the "meat" of my presentation, I have interviewed people in these
professions: again, a commerical producer, a feedlot operator, a packer,
an animal geneticist, and a meat scientist. Each is a very successful and
respected individual in his field of endeavor. To them I now express my
most grateful appreciation. Otherwise, this talk would probably not
be prepared!
First, let's explore what a COMMERICAL PRODUCER feels are the most
important factors contributing to the success of his operation. To reiterate,
let's particularly attempt to relate those common points listed by each
individual. The items listed are exactly those given to me.
COW-CALF PRODUCER
1.

Dam:

A. Highly fertile.
B. Efficient converter of feed to milk.
C. Limited calving difficulties.
D. Adapted to the particular environment.
E. Good longevity.
F. Resistant to disease and parasites.

2.

Sire:

A.
B.
C.
D.

3.

Calves: A. Fast, efficient gain.
B. Muscular and meaty.
C. Adequate marbling and grading potential.

Gentle disposition.
High fertility.
Rapid gain with good feed conversion.
Produce progeny with acceptable carcasses.

In addition to the aforementioned points, this particular producer thought
the absence of horns was desirable.
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Next, let's look at the views of a FEEDER from the West Texas area.
FEEDLOT PRODUCER
1.

Fast gain.

2.

Feed efficiency.

3. Ability to marble and grade early in life without accumulating an
excess covering of fat.
This feedyard manager justly brought out a point considering yield.
First go after the cattle which will gain and grade. Then, acceptable yield
in most circumstances will come automatically. Another point for consideration
was that a very desirable carcass could be produced, relative to present day
USDA grading standards, without necessarily being efficient in the feedlot.
Thirdly, the views of a PACKER concerning the prerequisites of an
acceptable feeder animal were as follows:
PACKER
1. An animal that will convert feed into a carcass which will be
desirable to the retailer.
2.

An animal which will meet at least the minimum requirements for the
USDA Choice carcass grade:
A. Adequate marbling and conformation.
B. Meat with youthful texture and appearance.
C. Youthful enough bone.

3.

Carcass which will produce a USDA Yield Grade of 1, 2 or 3:
A. Thin enough backfat.
B. Small enough kidney fat.
C. Large enough rib-eye.

In this packer's opinion, the beef animal which most nearly met these
criteria was definitely a cross-bred with no particular reference to a single
breed. And, in present-day trade channels, would be classified as a No. 1
Ukie.
The broad categories as related by an ANIMAL BREEDER were as listed
below:
ANIMAL GENETICIST
1.

Reproductive efficiency in dam and sire.

2.

Rapid growth potential of progeny.

3.

Desirable carcass traits.

This individual did not list feed efficiency separately because of its
high correlation to gain.
Last, let's review the comments of a MEAT SCIENTIST.
MEAT SCIENTIST
1. Steer which produces a desirable carcass at 650 to 750 pounds carcass
weight . Presently a premium is being paid for 600 to 800 pound carcasses.
2. Maximum of 0.3 to 0.35 inches of backfat.
9

3.

Minimum of 2 square inches of loin-eye per 100 pounds of carcass weight.

4.

Minimum carcass cutout of 52% boneless primal cuts.
than 3% kidney fat.

5.

Minimum of a small amount of marbling.

6.

Must be capable of reaching slaughter weight at 15 months of age.
Thus, must have 1.5 to 1.6 pounds of carcass gain per day of age
or about 2.5 pounds of live weight gain.

Should have less

Now that we have reviewed the various views concerning feeder cattle for
West Texas, what points in common were apparent? It is obvious that the first
point in common, excluding the packer, was RATE OF GAIN. And certainly the
packer is not going to discriminate against a fast gaining animal as long as
he meets the carcass characteristics as cited.
The next argument might be raised by the cow-calf producer: "Well, if
I wean a real heavy calf, I'm discriminated against by the feeder buyer."
Otherwise, a lower price per pound. I do not think this point is necessarily
valid. In a test at this very college, steer calves at 8 months of age
(without creep) weaned at 728 pounds. The cows were subjected to routine
management and the calves were not creep-fed. At weaning, the calves were
placed on feed and fed for 152 days. Results showed average feedlot gain to
be 2.7 pounds and a feed efficiency of less than 7.0 pounds of feed (go%
concentrate and 10% roughage) per pound of gain. In addition, the steers
went on to yield 62.7% and grade choice minus with an estimated primal cutout
in excess of 51.0%.
Other examples could be used and I prefer to use one more relative to gain-one that I see quite frequently experienced by people who are custom-feeding
cattle in a commercial feedyard. As most of you know, only two weights are
taken on cattle in the feedyard. These are: (1) the initial, at the start
of the feeding period; and (2) the terminal, just prior to slaughter.
Consequently, no one actually knows what the cattle are gaining. However,
most feedyards keep an updated record of cost per head daily and average
daily feed consumption.
Suppose that each of you had a pen of cattle in the feedyard and they
were about to be marketed. You knew that the average consumption had been
22.5 pounds (air-dry) daily for 140 days and your average daily feed cost
(including yardage) had been 60¢. With most people, the first inclination
is to divide an estimated daily gain into the daily feed cost figure. This
will give feed cost per pound of gain. Let's assume you start at an estimated figure of 2.7 pounds and increase this 0. 1 pound until you reach
3.2 pounds. Your results would be as follows:
Ave. Daily Gain
Cost/lb {¢)
Feed eff.

2.7
22.2
8.3

2.8
21.4
8.0

2.9
20.7
7.8

3.0
20.0
7.5

3.1
19.4
7.3

3.2
18.7
7.0

If you divided estimated gain into average daily feed consumed, your
conversion figures would be those in the bottom row. Regardless, and assuming
450 pounds total gain in the feedlot, the steer gaining 3.2 pounds and converting 7.0 pounds of air-dry feed would yield you an additional $15.75
compared to the lowest gaining.
The other two common points which were apparent are FEED EFFICIENCY and
CARCASS DESIRABILITY. Since feed efficiency is highly correlated with gain
(as high as 80%) and carcass prerequisites have been covered so thoroughly
by those people interviewed, I will not discuss these in detail.
In summary, the feeder animal for West Texas is one that will GAIN RAPIDLY,
EFFICIENTLY and hang up a meaty, lean, tender carcass which will present
GRADE USDA Choice.
As long as the feeder animal meets these requirements, most feedyard
operators in West Texas would consider color insignificant.
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SOME TECHNIQUES FOR PROVIDING A YEAR-ROUND
SUPPLY OF FEEDER CALVES
Sam E. Curl
Assistant Dean of the College of Agricultural Sciences
and Associate Professor of Animal Science
Texas Tech University
Lubbock, Texas 79409
U. S. per capita consumption of beef is increasing at dramatic rates.
As much as 20-25% greater production of beef may be required by 1975 in
order to meet consumer demands. In the past five years we have witnessed
a tremendous growth of the cattle feeding industry, particularly in the
Panhandle-South Plains area of Texas. In viewing the potential for future
development of the industry, perhaps the chief question posed is whether
ranchers will be able to supply adequate numbers of feeder calves to
sustain its predicted growth.
With the competitive use of land for the production of other agricultural
corrunodities and for industrial purposes, and the consequent increased land
values, the beef cattle producer is faced with staggering increases in
operating costs. The ranchers must continually seek new ways to increase
economic returns without increasing the amount of land required.
Influenced both by financial requirements and custom, the rancher has
traditionally sold all or practically all of his calves, except for replacements, at or soon after the time of weaning. In the majority of cases,
this has made him a victim of low prices created by the multitude of calves
reaching the market at the same time. Recent changes in philosophy with
regard to the financing of retention of ownership of cattle for stocker
and finishing programs until markets are more favorable may be found to
offer the rancher an improved market position and increased profits.
The points to be reviewed in this paper are very well known to many
of you in attendance at this conference, and a number of you are already
applying some of these practices in your operations. The programs to be
outlined will certainly not fit into every type of situation. Whether you
initiate programs of change must naturally depend on whether they are
economically feasible, or practical, for your particular operation. I
would like to briefly review some possibilities for increasing future
profits through management.
Alternatives at Time of Weaning
1.

Se 11 ca 1ves.
If, for financial or other reasons, you find it advisable
to sell all your calves at the time of weaning, and if your
operation is large enough to make splitting of the herd feasible,
you might want to consider calving twice each year - spring and
fall - to provide a better "hedge" on the market and to have
sale calves available at different times during the year. By
checking seasonal market fluctuations in your area, you might then
adjust your two weaning dates somewhat to avoid the times of
lowest prices, i.e., when most claves are being weaned.
Both spring and fall have distinct advantages and limitations
as seasons for calving. In general, advantages are as follows (6):
11

a.

Spring calving - Wintering costs are less for dry cows than for cows nursing
calves.
Calves are old enough by winter to better withstand cold weather.
Cows are bred while on pasture, which generally results in a
higher conception rate than breeding in drylot.
Cows produce more milk on grass than on dry winter feed.
Cows and calves running together on pasture saves labor.
Smaller investment in shelter and equipment.
May have one less wintering period if calves are to be sold
as yearlings.

b.

Fa 11 calving - Cows are in better condition; calves are likely to be stronger.
- Young calves escape problems of severe heat and flies of summer.
- Calves can go directly onto grass at weaning rather than into
dry lot.
- Cows tend to milk longer due to the stimulus of spring grass
(compared to dry winter feed).
- Calves are weaned at a more favorable marketing time, whether
sold as stockers or fat slaughter calves .

Under certain circumstances, the purebred breeder or small commercial
operator may find it advantageous to produce calves for sale throughout the
year. Although more intensive management is required and the calf crop
lacks in uniformity, at least one study (5) has indicated that running a
bull with cows the year round may result in a slightly higher yearly calving
percentage. It is doubtful, however, whether such a program should ever
be recommended for use under ranch conditions of extensive management.
2.

Keep calves until you can sell as 600-700 lb. feeders.

By being able to graze stocker calves on improved pasture or feed them
in drylot (8), you may find it possible to further increase your flexibility
and thus improve your marketing position.
Since calves at weaning are generally not of the size and weight preferred by the feedlot trade, being set up for "holding over" of calves
merits a real serious look. A number of you are already doing this. In
considering whether to keep stocker calves on improved pasture, you will
naturally want to look carefully at your carrying capacity, as a stocker
program might necessitate reduction in the size of your cow herd. If you
are already stocked to capacity, you may not want to consider carrying
stockers except in a drylot.
If entering into either a stocker or feeder program, plan for adequate
feed storage facilities so you can purchase feed when prices are lowest.
3.

Finish calves in the feedlot.

Carrying calves through the finishing period, either in your own lot or
in that of a custom feeder, is often found to yield substantial returns.
This provides you with an additional alternative when the stocker of feeder
calf market picture is such as to make further retention of ownership
advisable.
Before electing to put in your own feedlot, there are a number of
important questions which you must ask yourself. Are you interested in and
familiar with cattle feeding? If not, are you willing to put the necessary
time and effort into learning how to feed cattle on a strict businesslike
basis? Do you have the necessary space and facilities for constructing a
feedlot? Will you be able to grow your own feed? Have you considered the
costs of grain processing and storage? mi xing feeds? handling roughage?
What about your labor supply? How far is it to a packing plant? Is there a
market for fat cattle in your area? Are you willing to invest the necessary
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capital? Do you plan to feed enough calves throughout the year to keep your
lots full most of the time? If not, can you afford to tie up capital that
you are not using?
It is certainly not my intention in this presentation to discourage
anyone from feeding their own cattle. I do want to emphasize, however,
that the feedlot business today is very different from that of several years
ago. Profits demand excellence and cost-cutting at every turn. Some of
you, through training, experience and good,sound judgment, have become real,
professional feeders, and are doing an outstanding job. All of you, however,
are professional ranchers. You may want to hire a professional feeder to
custom feed your cattle.
The use of a custom feeder offers potential flexibility. During some
years, it may well be to your economic advantage to sell all your calves
as stockers and/or feeders. Unless you know that you are going to feed
calves every year - and enough to get maximum use from your facilities
during a considerable amount of time - you are probably not going to want
to go to the expense involved in putting in a feedlot.
If you don't raise your own feed, large-scale commercial lots may be
able to do the job for you at a cheaper rate. If you do some farming, you
may want to sell your grain during periods of low calf prices rather than
be committed to market it through your calves.
If you plan to start feeding one-third or one-half of your cattle by
either route discussed, you will undoubtedly have to considerably increase
the volume of money that you have been accustomed to investing. Will you
be willing to assume the necessary risk?
Use of the Drylot to Increase Flexibility
A number of ranchers have found that construction of a simple drylot on
the ranch offers an excellent means of maintaining cows and fattening calves
on low-cost rations, including all-concentrate mixtures, during periods of
feed shortage (1 ,7,8). This techniques further provides a "rest" for the
range vegetation, and prevents the needless "burning up" of energy by cattle
in search of food. Some have effectively utilized the drylot as an extra
pasture in a rotational program. Others have successfully weaned calves in
drylot, and some have used the drylot for calving. Under such conditions
where intensive management is possible, there are a number of possibilities,
including induced multiple birth, that have been previously considered totally
impractical. In certain operations which are destined to move more toward
the practice of confining cows in smaller areas (4), at least for several
weeks or months during the year, we can expect to see in the future some
dramatic changes in management techniques.
Future Use of Hormones to Improve Reproductive Efficiency
1.

Estrus regulation.
To synchronize estrus means to cause estrus, or "heat", to
occur in most of the cows and heifers in the breeding herd within
a very short period of time. A synthetic progestin is administered,
either in the feed (10) or by an implant placed under the skin (3)
to block the occurrence of estrus. Upon withdrawal of the progestin
from the feed or removal of the implant after 16 to 18 days, as many
as 80 to 85% of the cows can be expected to exhibit estrus within
three days. Synchronization is potentially important to the rancher
for several reasons:
a.

Synchronization makes artificial insemination "practical . "
Most of the females in the breeding herd can be inseminated
within a three-day period. The need for twice-daily estrus checks
on the range is eliminated. The time and labor involved in
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making such observations, finding only a few cows each day that
are in estrus, and relatively low conception rates due to improper time of breeding have limited the ·use of artificial
insemination in range cattle. Probably the greatest benefit to
be derived from an artificial breeding program is the improvement
in performance and carcass traits which may be economically
obtained through the service of genetically-superior sires.
In cattle breeding programs in which the estrous cycle has
been synchronized, artificial insemination is usually practiced
at the first two estrous periods following treatment. The cows
are then turned to pasture with "clean-up" bulls.
b.

Synchronized breeding provides for "grouped" calving period.
Because of considerable variation among cows in gestation
length, even within a breed, and the fact that a number of the
synchronized cows (possibly as many as one-half) will likely
not conceive until the second estrous period following treatment, calving will be not as "grouped" as one might imagine. In
general, however, calves can be expected to arrive within two
relatively distinct periods. The "middles" of the two periods
will be about three weeks apart.
By grouping calving periods at desired times during the year,
closer supervision at calving time may be made possible. This,
in turn, tends to increase calf survival rate.

c.

Synchronization tends to increase the efficiency of labor use and
management during breeding, calving, working, and feeding periods.
Because of the uniformity of age and body size, division of
calves into different age groups during growth and fattening
periods is not required to the usual extent.

d.

Synchronization facilitates the production of more uniform groups
of calves for market.
Most of the total calf crop can be marketed at the same time,
whether as stockers or feeders or for slaughter.
Many of the problems which have limited the commerical usefulness of synchronization techniques are gradually being solved.
Conception rate at the estrus immediately following treatment
remains the primary problem associated with synchronization
methods. It is believed that improved synchronization techniques
can and will become a practical tool in the hands of many ranchers
in the near future. Artificial insemination will then gain more
widespread acceptance and thus provide for considerable genetic
improvement.

2.

Twinning in drylot.
One future means of providing greater numbers of feeder calves
may be to increase the incidence of multiple birth with gonadotropic
hormones . This technique is based on the administration of certain
combinations of gonadotropins during the three to five days prior to
estrus and mating. This treatment causes the ovaries to superovulate,
or release two or more eggs (2,9).
In the drylot confinement system of beef cattle production,
nutritional levels during various stages of pregnancy and other
environmental variables characteristic of range conditions can be
regulated. Hormone-induced twinning may eventually become applicable
for selected cows under relatively intensive management if certain
basic problems are solved. Failure to obtain a consistent ovarian
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response has been one of the primary problems restricting the
practical use of multiple birth treatments.
SUMMARY
A number of management possibilities for improving calf suppl y , generating
flexibility, and taking advantage of marketing opportunities to increase
profits have been reviewed for consideration. Calving in bot h the fall and
spring, and putting yourself in a flexible, integrated position t o possibly
market one-third of the calf crop at weaning, one-third as 600-700 lb. feeders
after retaining for a period on improved pasture or in drylot, and one-third
as finished beef from your own feedlot or from that of a custom feeder appear
to offer some real potential opportunity to many ranchers.
The use of the drylot technique for maintenance of the cow herd at
certain times of the year, during periods of drouth or feed shortage, possibl y
as part of a deferred-rotation grazing system, and perhaps fo r ca l ving and/or
weaning calves, should be carefully considered.
In closing, I would like to challenge you to stay in the forefront of
the ranching industry by keeping abreast of research findings and considering
the application of those which will fit i nto your particular operation .
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THE RANCHERS' DILEMMA
Ben 0. Sims
Rancher
Paint Rock, Texas 76866
Dilemma--a synonym for predicament--and it implies a predicament from
which one escapes only by a choice of equally unsatisfactory alternatives.
I am amused at the definition in that whatever choice the rancher makes it
will be unsatisfactory, and if one is a rancher he can well believe that.
The cause of the ranchers' dilemma is grass. He must decide how it is
to be marketed. The ways are many and have changed little since the turn of
the century. The livestock are turned on the pastures and allowed to eat
most of what is there. And this does not mean that the land is producing all
the grass it can, or making as much money as possible.
The dilemma is further complicated when one has to choose a kind of
livestock to harvest the grass. Shall he have a herd of fine registered or
purebred cattle like "Papa" and sell a 400 pound calf, or get some $125
cold blooded part Brahman and breed them to a good bull and sell 600 pound
calves? The crossbreds do not give one much to brag about except the check
for the 600 pound calf. Maybe all the reason for the increase is not the
cross breeding, but the selection of breeding stock because they are pale
yellow or cherry red and not paying any attention to the performance! It
was bad enough to cross with Brahmans in the past, but now they have started
using the Brown Swiss, a dairy breed.
The expansion of the feedlot industry in Texas has added a new dilemma.
With the spread in prices last year, the rancher could put his calves in a
custom feedlot and possibly pick up an extra $50--this is not the dilemma,
just good business. But let the price of fat cattle fall and feed prices go
up, then not selling the calves at 400 or 500 pounds does not seem such a
good idea. And now with a new crop of calves ready for market--to feed or
not to feed? Shall we let the middle man absorb the loss in the price
difference in feeders and fats? With a good supply of grass on the range,
the rancher might pasture calves for 6 or 8 months rather than running brood
cows for 12 months. We need some good economic information on cattle production.
Any business that shows a good return on the investment will attract
outside money. And this is what has happened in the feedlot business. The
livestock feeder has had to compete with the speculator in getting feedlot
replacements. This has created an artifical demand for feeder cattle.
The dilemma--can I as a feeder weather the storm of high feed prices and
high cost feeders? The unfavorable situation that is developing will cull
out the speculators and maybe some of the authentic cattlemen.
The ranchers' position is further complicated when he ranches in a sheep
and goat producing area. Not everyone thinks that sheep make more money than
cattle. And one cannot brag about his sheep like he can his fine cows. It
has been proven that sheep, cattle, and goats run in the same pasture will do
better than only one class of livestock. What ratio of cattle to sheep shall
we use to net the most money?
In the last 20 years the fact has been established that one-fourth of a
ranch resting all the time will produce the most net income over a long period.
How can a rancher let one-fourth be deferred in a rotation and let all that
grass go to waste? Grandpa said get every blade of grass, for any that is
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left will die and rot. Other grazing systems besides the 4-pasture deferred
rotation are in use and the rancher must decide which one will best suit
his operation.
The rancher has almost no knowledge or understanding of basic range
ecology. He often thinks that heavy grazing will remove the undesirable
plants from the range and make the grass roots go deeper. He cannot see
any reason for a deferred rotation system of grazing, which would allow
the desirable ra;1ge plants to reproduce themselves and become better
established with a strong root system.
The dilemma reaches a climax when "Sonny" comes home from Texas Tech and
tel 1s "Papa," who has been ranching for 35 years, that Dean Thomas says that
Leo Merril says that if a rancher is not using a deferred rotation system, he
is not netting all the money he could. And that the pastures will improve in
condition while all this money is being made. One has never heard anything
to match the speech that is made in answer to the foregoing statement. The
theme is that, "I have been ranching like this for 35 years and Papa before me .
And I am not sending you to school to come out here and tell me how to run
this ranch. Besides the brush and dry weather have ruined the land; you will
not be able to make a living here so you get a good education so you can get
a job with the SCS and tell ranchers how to improve their ranches . " The
rancher is in a dilemma, but not nearly so much as the poor student who must
go back and get more good information from Joe, Bill, Henry, Russ and the others .
Many ranchers are faced with a terrible brush problem, which gets worse
every day. He must first decide if the brush will push him out before he
retires, or he can wait and let Sonny worry with the problem when he inherits
the land. If he decides to attack the brush, he must decide what method of
control to be used. Will a mechanical method cost less in the long run or
will the less costly chemical aerial application slow the spread of brush,
and maybe a new chemi ca 1 will be discovered that will contro 1 the brush?
Most ranches are in poor to fair range condition and need to be reseeded to
higher producing grasses. One must decide whether to seed an introduced
grass or use the higher producing native grasses. The natives require more
care for two or three years, while the introduced ones will often times
produce a heavy tonnage the first year, and may disappear in a few years.
Often the rancher is reluctant to take advice from the younger men
whether they be his son, nephew, goverment employee, college professor or
any other person giving advice. How much faith can he put in the information
being dispersed by the agencies, institutions, businesses and any other group
associated with agriculture--how practical is it? Can he believe that a
certain mineral or feed will increase his net income even though i t costs more
and some researcher says his stock do not need it.
The ranchers are noted for their independence and they have hesitated to
organize the marketing of their products so that the highest price might be
realized. The rancher pays what is asked for what he buys, and yet sells his
products for what the buyer will pay him. One has no idea what dilemma is
until he takes his sheep or cattle to an auction and does not know if the
market is up or down and maybe that day they have quit buying altogether. An
association is needed that can keep up to date on the latest market developments and can bargain in the marketing channels for the sale of our livestock.
Many of the ranchers' dilemmas have been created by policies set by
federal and state governments : farm programs, imports, exports, taxes,
crop and livestock on-hand estimates, daily reports on how high red meat is,
and that the housewife should eat chicken--the list is endless. Many of
the so-called agriculture leaders in government have no agricultural background or practical experience.
The farm programs are unlimited in dilemmas; we are paid to plant or not
to plant cotton. A shortage of cottonseed causes the price of cottonseed
meal to go up, and all my cotton check goes to the feed dealer to make up for
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the increased cost of the meal that went into the feed. How is that for a
dilemma? But we hesitate to vote against the farm programs and suffer for a
time while a free market develops . Besides everyone says we are the most
abused persons in American and deserve everything we get; besides, everyone
else in America is getting a hand out.
One of our government's responsibilities is to negotiate with foreign
nations in making treaties and regulating trade. The Congress has passed
laws that make import quotas on some products possible. The majority of the
world's peoples enjoy a lower standard of living than we do and receive much
less for their agricultural products. For the sake of free trade in the
world, how long can we keep cheap beef and lamb from flooding our markets?
Less of the wage earners money goes for food in this country than any
other place in the world. And this is truly a big achievement of American
agriculture. But with the price-cost squeeze that has the rancher in its
grips, more ranchers are se 11 i ng or leasing out and moving to town to enjoy
urban prosperity. The ranch labor situation continues to worsen--many older
ranchmen are having to work harder than when they were younger. The dilemma
to sell out and move to town or stay with the ranch and endure the costprice squeeze and labor situation! I predict a bright future for the ranchers
who stay in the business and weather the present storm.
What will the rancher do with his money if he sells out? For the last
few years the rancher could invest in the stock and bond market and have a
comfortable living as well as see his investment increase in value. But with
the drop in the stock market, he may have to wait a while before he gets his
initial investment back.
The tax situation makes a rancher want to sell out and retire, but you
cannot run from taxes. The dilemma is how long are we going to put up
with the burden? They have not a jail big enough to hold all of us. Do we
actually need the services that make our taxes so high? And we wonder about
foreign aid, trips to the moon, welfare, undeclared wars, defense, the list
is nearly infinite .
If the rancher is young and just getting started, should he lease or
buy? The price of land is so inflated that one cannot expect to pay for it
with the sale of livestock. You can about pay for land what it nets in 10
years--that makes land in our area worth about $20 to $20 per acre but it
sells for $80 to $100. Leases are often out of proportion, but not as much
as the land prices.
The rancher who leases must decide what to do about brush and range
improvement. If he improves the land the owner will want more lease money
or someone else may pay more and get the land.
The rancher, especially with school age children must decide whether
he will continue to live on the ranch, in a small town, or move into a city.
The city offers many so-called necessities and large schools. Modern technology
has brought all the comforts of home to the ranch. But the pros and cons of
the large city school cannot be brought to the rural area. And the real
advantage of the large school over the small one has not been proven. Also,
the rancher living away from the ranch may find his time being monopolized
by urban activities.
A rancher must decide how much of the work he will do himself. Many
experts say that a ranch owner cannot afford to do $5 a day labor, when his
time is so valuable as a manager and tycoon. But the ranch m~r.er does not
to ranch labor, often does not know how short the grass is. The only way
to tell the real condition of a range is from horseback.
The weather is responsible for many of our dilemmas. We cannot change the
weather to suit our needs so we must learn to live with it. Dilemmas abound
with dry weather: what and how much to feed, water, whether to sell valuable
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breeding stock, and the list goes on. The rains come and one would think all
the dilemmas solved, but not so: stomach worms, muddy feedlots, undesirable
weeds, water gaps, etc.
A number of farm organizations vie for our support. We may join one
and not wholly agree with their program, but we hesitate to take a stand and
replace the officers who may have been running the thing for years and may be
only figureheads for hired managers who make the majority of the decisions.
Often we become confused when it seems an agency or organization is more
concerned in perpetuating itself than in solving our problems.
The ranchers' dilemma has just been lightly covered. And one can see that
we need all the help we can get. We are one group, but have many agencies,
institutions, foundations, industries, medical companies, and other working to
improve our financial position. All must work together with the highest degree
of cooperation if our problems are solved and the dilemmas lessened . We can
liken ourselves to a champion pro football team which works in perfect
precision to obtain their goal. We cannot put up with a bottom team effort
with the ball going to the full back and his throwing a pass to the tackle .
The American Society of Range Management, Texas Sheep and Goat Raisers
Association, the Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers Association, the
Farm Bureau, Farmers Union, Brush Control and Range Improvement Association,
Soil and Water Conservation Districts and other agricultural organizations
can help bring this team effort to reality.
We have the resources for a sound ranching industry. The rancher must
keep up to date on the ranching industry; he must be able to evaluate the
latest developments, and be sure they are not fads from which he will profit
nothing in the future and that might undo something that has taken a lifetime to develop.
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VEGETATION MANAGEMENT FOR
THE MAXIMUM LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION
Dr. Joseph L. Schuster
Chairman, Range and Wildlife Management Department
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409
Faced with the prospect of good
the rancher must make some important
rangeland resource. These decisions
livestock management and use of each
potential.

prices for calves, stockers or feeders,
decisions concerning the use of his
are concerned with stocking rates,
acre of land according to its productive

Generally, good market prospects tend to cause increases in basic herds and
the type of animals which will bring the most returns. This is a natu~al and
intelligent decision for the most part, but the intelligent rancher will
realize the decision concerning the intensity which he grazes his range will
be a long lasting one. One that may be with him long after favorable prices.
By intense grazing, he may be able to maximize cash returns over a short period.
If, however, this intensity results in damage to the range resource causing
lower carrying capacity, the detrimental effects will be felt later.
Often the resulting lower productivity coincides with lowered prices.
Therefore, the rancher must make a basic choice between higher cash return
now with possible critically low returns in the future versus a moderate
cash return over the longer run. The best choice of course would be a
maximum use of the available resource consistent with its conservation. The
rancher often has several avenues of management open to him that will increase
livestock products without mining his basic range resource. The management
practices involve both vegetation and grazing management practices.
Range Management principles which assure maximum sustained yields include:
1.

Graze with proper kinds of livestock.

2.

Adjust livestock numbers to the productivity of the range.

3.

Graze the range when it provides the most nutritious forage.

4.

Insure uniform livestock distribution by proper grazing management
practices and handling techniques.

The application of these principles will insure continued maximum production of
livestock products. There are, however, various range improvement practices that
increase productivity of native ranges. Generally good livestock prices make
such practices even more feasible.
Noxious Brush and Weed Control
The removal of unproductive or unpalatable brush and wee1s can dramatically
increase useable forage production and net returns. Brush and weed control
should be considered any time weeds are reducing ranch income, but this practice
should be especially considered when livestock prices are high.
Brush control demonstrations supervised by Garlyn Hoffman, State Extension
Brush and Weed Control Specialist, substantiate what most research has shown
concerning the value of brush control (Hoffman, 1969). Hoffman's data show
that mesquite control can increase forage production as much as 500%. Although
aerial spraying costs an average of $2.75 per acre, the following yearly benefits
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are normally realized:
l.

Calf weight increases average 40 pounds.

2. Stocking rates can eventually be increased by 30%.
3.

Labor savings in working livestock are estimated at $1 . 00 per acre.

Annual weed control with herbicides has doubled grass production at many
demonstration locations. More significant is the indication that range improvement has been speeded up by 4 times where annual weeds were controlled and
deferred grazing followed as compared with deferred grazing alone.
Another example of increases in calf production resulting from brush
contra l is reported by Hoffman ( 1966). Macartney Rose contra l in Jackson
County averaged $3.00 per acre when 2 lbs . 2,4-D was applied . In a 1000
acre pasture, the increase in forage yields was enough to support an
additional 111 animal units. Calf weaning weights were increased by 30 lbs .
per head. Based on an 85% calf crop, this meant 38,020 lbs. more beef from
calves for sale each year. At $20 per cwt, this meant a net increase of
$1,Q7g,QQ. If calf prices were increased to $20 per cwt by demand from
feedlots, the net would increase to $6,879.00 on the 1000 acres . This
dramatically shows that brush control is a paying practice when livestock
prices are high. When Hoffman calculated the returns based on increased
TON production, the returns amounted to $2.79 for every $1 .00 invested in
Macartney Rose and weed control. Where the area was suitable for baled
hay production, the returns were as high as $6. 12 for every dollar invested.
A study in the central rolling plains area reported by Workman, Tefertiller
and Leinweber (1965) found that aerial spraying to control mesquite can be
a profitable investment. They found that with 50% government cost-sharing
the rates of return from spraying mesquite were 27% on upland sites and 16%
on bottomland sites.
Joe Stewart (1969) recently showed that the internal rate of return on
investment for aerial spraying on the Texas Experimental Ranch was approximately 12%. The return was about the same whether continuous heavy grazing
or a 4-pasture rotation system was used.
Range Seeding
Natural recovery of deteriorated rangelands can be accomplished by proper
grazing management. This naturally slow process can often be speeded up by
artificial seedings. Seeding is often economically feasible and can substantially add to ranch productivity when the fol l owing conditions exist:
l.

Croplands are abandoned.

2.

Deteriorated rangeland where few desirable forage species are left.

3.

Following brush control practices that destroy existing vegetation.

Increase in productivity following establishment of these areas will (a)
provide additional forage for livestock production, (b) provide a better
seasonal balance of forage if the right species are used, anu (c) relieve
grazing pressure on other native range to enhance its improv'!r1.ent.
Fertilization
Fertilization is probably one of our most neglected means of range improvement. This is possibly the result of two factors. One is the apparently high
incident of failures. The other is reports of studies indicating that increased
forage production is due primarily to weed production . Where fertility is a
limiting factor and the increase in grass and forb production can be used by
livestock, investment in fertilization can, however, provide high returns.
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Range fertilization should be considered in the following situations:
1.

Where revegetation of depleted rangelands or abandoned cropland is
needed. Depleted ranges and croplands are often eroded and low
in fertility. The addition of fertilizer in conjunction with
seeding can often make the difference between success and failure
of the seeding operation.

2.

Where soil tests or plant conditions indicate that some element is
limiting growth. Application of the missing nutrients will results
in increases in both quantity and quality of the forage.

3.

Where the green growing season needs extending. Many studies show
that fertilizing native ranges causes plants to remain green longer
in the fall, cure out better, and green up earlier in the spring
than unfertilized ranges.

4.

Where increased forage quality in under-utilized areas away from
water will aid in livestock distribution.
Grazing Management

Proper grazing management takes into consideration the proper use of the
available forage resource with the correct kinds of livestock and at the most
productive season. The practices used to enhance grazing management are
grazing systems and other tools such as fencing, water location, salting,
supplement distribution, fertilization and herding. All are designed to
increase ranch productivity by increasing the efficiency by which the
available forage resource is used.
Grazing systems such as the 4-pasture deferred-rotation system provide
deferment of the pastures while insuring efficient use of the forages.
Improved Pasture Development
The carrying capacity of many ranches can be greatly increased by the
establishment of tame pasture. Tame pastures on land suitable for cultivation
usually can provide much more grazing per acre than native pastures. They can
also enhance a year-round grazing scheme by furnishing forage during critical
periods. Many ranchers face a critical shortage of early spring forage. Range
production may be substantially increased by filling this shortage with a cool
season pasture .
Cool season grasses are particularly valuable because they bridge the gap
between winter and summer ranges. They provide grazing in the fall to extend
the green forage period and again in the spring before summer range is ready
for grazing.
Tame pastures, whether permanent or temporary, should be planned to balance
critical forage periods on native pastures. Planned this way, they can bring
about a deferment system for native range plus increase total livestock production. An example would be the use of sudan or forage sorghum pastures in
a feeder steer operation. If grain sorghum stubble and wheat grazing is available, stockers could be purchased (or kept) in the fall when prices are low,
over-wintered on stubble and wheat (or feedlot) and grazed on forage sorghum
in the spring and summer, then sold as feeders .
Irrigated tame pastures add stability to tame-native grass operations
because forage supplies are more dependable and predictable. Irrigated small
grain, sudan or bermuda pastures can be relied on for large beef production
per acre . For example, Charles Gay, New Mexico State University extension
specialist, compiled data that shows average production to be 297 lbs. per
acre on small grain, 188 lbs. on sudangrass and 305 lbs. on bermuda grass
(Gay, no date). Therefore, conversion of suitable land to improved pasture
can add tremendously to ranch outputs at a time of good prices. Note that I
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emphasize suitable land.

Submarginal lands are better left in native grass.

Integrating Crops and Native Range
No rancher that has access to cropland for production of forage, crop
residues or temporary pastures should overlook integrating these productive
areas into his grazing plan. Crop residues can often furnish 30 to 60 days
forage during late summer and fall. In the southern high plains, they can
often bridge the gap between summer pasture and small grain grazing. Wheat
under favorable conditions can provide excellent grazing from about December
1 to March 15--or later if it is to be grazed out.
A suggested grazing plan in the High Plains region for a base herd would
be:
December 1 to March 15

graze small grains.

March 15 to May 1

graze cool season tame pasture, or drylot.

May 1 to October 1

graze native range or summer tame pasture.

October 1 to December

graze cool season tame pasture or crop
stubble.

The amount of land devoted to each would depend upon its suitability and
balance with other types of land use. The proper use of each parcel of
land according to its suitability requires careful study. We must not let
high prices and short term gains stampede us into cropping land that is
unsuitable because of limitations in soil characteristics or climatic factors.
Paul Marion and co-workers (Marion et al. 1956) published a bulletin on
wintering steer calves in 1956 that has ·real application to vegetation and
grazing management for maximum livestock production in times of high feeder
prices. The following is a brief summary of their report:
1.

Roughages used in wintering steer calves were wheat pasture,
native grass, sorghum silage, bundle feeds and stalk fields.

2.

Calves wintered on wheat pasture in 10 of the 14 years made the
second highest winter gains, third highest summer gain and the
highest total winter and summer gain. The winter grazing season
averaged 84 days.

3.

Lightly grazed or summer-deferred native grass supplemented with
cottonseed cake provided the most dependable method of wintering
calves . The winter grazing season averaged 104 days.

4.

Calves made fair to good gains on sorghum fields during a 64 days
grazing season in 8 out of the 14 years.

5.

The highest winter gain was made by calves fed sumac silage, 2 lbs.
of cottonseed meal and 1 lb. of alfalfa hay in drylot.

6.

Wheat pasture provided the lowest cost of winter maintenance for
calves. Sorghum fields and native grass supplemented with cottonseed cake were intermediate in cost, while winter m~intenance in
drylot was the most expensive.

These facts are as applicable now as when published. They point the way
to efficient use of the available forage resource and greater profits. Proper
use of all available forages is necessary when maximum livestock production is
the goal. The manager now has much documented data available to maximize income
yet conserve the basic vegetation and soil resource. It is up to him to apply
existing knowledge to his specific problems.
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NEW PLANT MATERIALS FOR INCREASING RANGE PRODUCTION
Arnold Davis
Plant Material Specialist
Soil Conservation Service
P.O. Box 1561, Abilene, Texas 79604
We are studying more than 50 new plants , grasses, legumes, and f orbs
for range, pasture, wildlife, recreation, and beautification in the conservation program of Texas and western Oklahoma. These plants were selected from
more than 2000 collections that have been evaluated at our plant materials
center at Knox City, Texas. Many of these selections are native range plants.
I'd like to bring you up to date on our work and progress on a few of the
new plants we are studying, and I ' ll emphasize plants that have potential for
rangeland seeding in the western part of Texas and Oklahoma. First let's
briefly review our work in new plant development at the SCS James E. "Bud"
Smith Plant Materials Center.
Many of you have visited or heard about this plant materials center at
Knox City, Texas. The center, located on 60 acres of leased land northwest
of town, is one of 20 plant materials centers operated by the Soil Conservation
Service in the U. S. and Puerto Rico.
Promising plants are brought to this :central location from vari ous sources.
Many are collections of native plants, grasses, legumes, forbs, and shrubs
made by SCS workers and others in the field. These native plants evolved
through hundreds of years of natural selection in the often rigorous growing
conditions of the Southwest. The ecotypic differences within species in these
native collections are great. The opportunities for improvement over available
market varieties are tremendous.
Even though we are working largely with native plants we are also studying
a number of introduced species for improvement in the broad grassland program.
These plants came from other countries, such as Africa, where soil and climate
are similar to our own. They are brought into the United States t hrough the
plant introduction program of the Agricultural Research Service. We obtain
seed or planting stoc k of these from one of our other 19 SCS plant centers,
directly from the Plant Introduction Division, or from other state and federal
agencies.
All plant collections are studied at the plant center for at least three
years. They are grown with standardized fertility and moisture conditions
and evaluated against a standard comme"rical variety if one is available. Notes
are kept on forage production, period of active growth, seed production, disease
and insect resistance, ability to spread, and many other plant characteristics.
Only the most promising strains of a species--native or introduced--are
planted at the center in small fields for seed production. This seed is
distributed through the conservation district boards for further evaluation
in field conditions on farms and ranches of soil and water conservation district
cooperators. Justification for release as a named variety is based on the
information obtained in these plantings and in supporting data furnished by
studies conducted at Texas Tech University, Texas Agricultural Experiment
Station at College Station, Prairie View A&M College, Abilene Christian
College and other locations.
A promising new plant must have an important advantage before it can be
released. It should produce more beef, woo l, mohair, or dairy products if part
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of a mixture with other plants or if compared to a presently used pasture
plant. Or a new plant may fill a need in stabilizing critical sedimentproducing areas where no suitable plants are available now.
Many grasses offered in the commerical seed market were developed by
these general procedures. KR bluestem, El Reno sideoats grama, T-4464
buffelgrass, Cheyenne indiangrass and many others are examples of early
plant releases. More recently, SCS and the Texas Agricultural Experiment
Station released cooperatively Selection 75 kleingrass. Texas Agricultural
Experiment Station also released Higgins buffelgrass and Wintergreen hardinggrass. Agricultural Research Service, USDA, was a co-releaser of Higgins
buffelgrass.
Additional plants will be developed and released for the market as
improvements are made. But most of the proven market varieties will not be
replaced for many years, if ever.
All our plant materials work is directed toward filling a recognized
need for new or better plants. We can improve on the productivity and use
of many varieties, particularly in the central and southern parts of Texas.
Most commerical varieties of native range grasses originated north of
Texas. They are well adapted to the growing conditions of Oklahoma, Kansas,
and the Texas Panhandle but they lose vigor and often die after a few years
if moved south of this area. Sand lovegrass, switchgrass, indiangrass, and
sideoats grama are good examples of this.
Many other good native grasses adapted to Texas growing conditions are
not regularly available in the commerical seed market. These native plants
could be used profitably in range seeding mixtures in certain soil and
climatic conditions if available for purchase . Twoflower trichloris, pinhole
bluestem, and whiplash pappus grass are examples.
In other soil and climatic conditions in Texas adapted range plants are
needed and none are presently available. Soil Conservation Service personnel-district conservationists, range conservationists, agronomists, biologists
and others--are acquainted with these problems because you ranchers and
farmers have expressed a need for adapted plants. We recognize your need and
direct our efforts toward helping you find these plants .
Improved plants are needed for special purposes, such as wildlife food
and cover, critical area erosion control, beautification, and many other
uses, both rural and urban. This search for new and better plants is a
coordinated program involving many agencies, individuals and groups. We
are making progress but these studies take time.
Plants of interest to you ranchers are an important part of this program.
Many plants are being studied that may be available eventually for your
seedings but I'll discuss only a few of the more promising at this time.
A new strain of sand lovegrass, called T-338, was found growing in the
central basin country near Mason, Texas. We have produced more than 850
pounds of seed of T-338 at Knox City since 1965. All this has been distributed
through the soil and water conservation districts for evaluation on the farms
and ranches of district cooperators. More than a dozen plantings of T-338
have been made on sandy soils from Seminole to Carrizo Springs. Commercial
sand lovegrass, harvested on the Texas High Plains, is used as a standard for
comparison and most of these plantings contain commercial seed. Performance
notes are being kept on the two strains.
Even though sand lovegrass is not considered a winter growing plant, T-338
does provide limited green forage early in the spring when most other native
grasses are dormant. T-333 begins growing about three weeks earlier than the
commerical strain. It produces more total forage if planted further south
and a comparable amount of forage further north at Knox City. Extended fall
growth of T-338 lengthens the growing season beyond that of the common
commercial strain.
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Our results with pure plantings of T-338· sand lovegrass on old fields have
been less successful. Apparently it has limited potenti~l for pastureland
use since it does not produce large amounts of forage in an intensively managed
pasture situation. Other introduced grasses produce more forage on the same
soils with fertilization.
Two new forms of sideoats grama are being studied. T-328, a desert strain
from Van Horn, has excellent seedling vigor and forage production capabilities.
More than 500 pounds of T-328 seed have been produced at Knox City for evaluation
in range mixtures in the western Edwards Plateau and Trans-Pecos land resource
areas . If T-328 grows as well in the seedling stages in future plantings
throughout the Trans-Pecos and has other advantages such as increased forage
production and good cattle preference, it will be released as a named variety.
Several good sideoats grama varieties are in the market now; a new plant
must have distinct advantages or it will not be released. The true test of
T-328 will come when it is offered to livestock.
Other sideoats grama's evaluations are being made with rhizomatous strains
that have potential for the Rolling Plains and Edwards Plateau. We know that
rhizomatous forms of sideoats grama aremore palatable than bunch types. Problems
are created when cattle select the native rhizomatous strains in preference to
the bunch-type seeded varieties. This has prompted us to try to develop a new
strain that is more compatable for range seedings where native rh i zomatous
sideoats are present .
Two rhizomatous strains have evolved from our studies at Knox City; both
are being produced for further evaluation on farms and ranches of conservation
district cooperators. These strains will be compared to El Reno sideoats
grama and the native sideoats grama on the sites in these range seedings.
Two strains of cane bluestem and one pinhole bluestem ar e being evaluated
in several seedings in the 15- to 20-inch rainfall area. Whiplash pappus and
twoflower trichloris are being studied on salty sites, mostly in the Trans-Pecos.
Two new promising strains of western wheatgrass will be evaluated for
grassed waterway seedings but these also might be used for seeding rangeland
where bottomland sites predominate. Both these new western wheat grasses
produce more forage and spread faster than the commerical plants at Knox City.
A blue grama and alkali sacaton will be tried in the Rolling Pl ains of
Texas and Ok1ahoma for improved growth and forage production and several new
strains of green sprangletop are being studied for improvement over the
commerical variety.
Many of these native grasses are indeterminate in heading ; in other words
they bloom and ripen seed over a long period of time. This works to their
advantage in field conditions but makes high yields difficult for seed producers.
Part of our studies at Knox City are on seed production and harvesting methods
so that we can furnish basic information on this to seed producers when the
plant is released. We also study insect control, fertilization and other
cultural practi~es to provide information to seed producers when the plant
is released.
Our study of native legumes is relatively new and is based on the premise
that some native forbs, legumes, and semi - shr ubs can be grown for seed and
planted back in the areas where they are adapted but are no longer found .
Where they grown naturally many of these are eaten by deer and domestic livestock. Some of them provide green grazing in the late winter and early spring;
others grow mostly during the critical summer months. These legumes and forbs
are usually high in vitamin A and protein. They will not replace good range
grasses but we think that it is possible to include them in a grass seed
mixture when reseeding rangeland. Establishing them in rangeland could be a
step toward recreating the total desirable native plant community.
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Englemanndaisy, bushsunflower, maximillian sunflower, western indigo,
Menodora species, and fourwing saltbush have received most attention to date
for this purpose. We have successfully produced seed of some of these but
for others it is more difficult. So far we have tried to learn how to produce
seed so that commerical growers eventually can make these species available
at reasonable cost.
In addition to the native plants we are working with a number of introduced
species for rangeland and pasture use.
A new Lehmann lovegrass, T-732, was selected at the plant center because
it produced more forage than the commerical strain. Lehmann lovegrass has
gained wide acceptance for range use in the southern High Plains, TransPecos, and western Edwards Plateau. It has been used largely as a black grama
substitute on sandy and shal'low gravelly sites. Plantings of T-732 are well
scattered and more are planned, but it's too early to tell much about it at
this time.
Another introduced grass called old world bluestem is being compared to
King Ranch, and Kleberg bluestem from Sanderson to Tilden and McGregor. Like
its counterpart, KR bluestem, old world bluestem is aggressive in volunteering
and produces abundant seed and forage. Old world bluestem has not been affected
by the leaf rust that damages KR and the first comparison plantings have
shown that it produces more forage than KR bluestem at the same fertility
and moisture levels.
In summary I would like to mention that all these plants are only in the
"promising" stage of development. Results of the field comparison plantings
will help decide whether or not to release these as new varieties for general
use. More information is needed over a broader cross-section of the potential
area of use before any of them can be released for commerical seed production.
If they "prove-out", these new plants will be released as certified varieties
for production from commerical sources with names to identify them in the
seed market.
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THE AUSTRALIAN CATTLE INDUSTRY AND
THE U. S. RANCHER
Thadis W. Box
Director, !CASALS
Texas Tech University
Lubbock, Texas 79409
The island continent of Australia has always held a fascination for the
American rancher. This vast land mass, almost as large as the continental
U. S., has only about as many people in it as the state of Texas. Its
spacious rangelands loom as one of the world's most important livestock
producing areas. It has been viewed by Americans as a source of competition,
and as a challenging new frontier for investment and development of the
cattle industry.
Those who consider Australia as a major competitor for our income from
beef production point to the fact that we take about three fourths of
Australia's total beef exports as imports into this country. Last year our
total purchases amounted to more than 197,000 metric tons, mostly as
boneless meat.
On the other hand, large numbers of Americans are making investments in
Australian ranches. Approximately 60% of · the properties north of the 15°
South latitude in Australia are owned by · Americans. Other ranches throughout Australia are under American ownership, and American companies have
bought major interests in many large Australian and British pastoral
properties. While a few years ago British investors were the dominant
factor in the Australian cattle industry, American cattlemen now represent
the largest source of risk capital for the development of Australian
rangelands.
Australians have a very definite interest in America. They view Americans
in two ways--first, as the major market for the products from their rangelands.
Secondly, they look to Americans as a major source of capital for the development of their outback country. To a lesser extent they are interested in the
research and improved management practices developed in this country.
The Australian Beef Situation
Livestock production is the second most important primary industry in
Australia. The annual income from all pastoral activities amounts to about
1 ,300 million U. S. dollars. All other agricultural enterprises lumped
together amount to only about l ,330 million U. S. dollars. Pastoral production from Australia's ranges brings in just over 111 U. S. dollars per capita
per year (Archer 1969).
Almost all of the livestock in Australia are raised on native pastures.
These livestock include 164 million sheep · and 19.2 million cattle. About
38. 1 million sheep and 5.7 million cattle . are slaughtered pe~ year for a
turnoff of about 30% from Australian pasture lands (Bureau of Agricultural
Economics 1969).
Sheep and wool have traditionally been the most important pastoral
products in Australia and certainly they remain so today. However, the
recent increase in the value of beef products has cause many traditional
sheep people to switch to cattle production (Wills and Lloyd 1968). The
discussion of the Australian sheep industry is a story in itself and I will
omit it from this discussion.
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A little over half, 50.5%, of the total cattle numbers in Australia are
cows and heifers . Another 26.2% are calves, 2% are bulls and the remainin9
21. 1% are steers and spayed heifers (Bureau of Agricultural Economics 1968).
Total production from the Australian cattle industry amounts to 894,700
metric tons of beef per year. A little over half, 483,000 tons, is consumed
in Australia. Another 37,900 tons are canned and 380,300 tons are exported
or sold to ships at sea. These figures are quoted for chilled carcass with
the bone in. About 197,000 tons of boneless meat were shipped into the U. S.
in 1967-68. This amounted to 78% of Australia's exports of beef and had a
market value of 173 million U. S. dollars .
Australians eat a large portion of the meat produced on the continent.
Their annual meat consumption is one of the highest in the world--around 200
pounds per person. The per capita consumption of beef is about 84 pounds per
year and almost the same amount of lamb and mutton is consumed . Lamb and
mutton consumption has remained relatively stable throughout the years.
Beef consumption, however, has declined from about 140 pounds per capita 30
years ago to a little over 80 pounds during the current year (Archer 1969).
This reduction can be related to the increasing relative cost of beef, and
to eating habits introduced by new Australiam immigrants. Sale prices
received by producers have increased from about 14¢ a pound cold dressed
weight ten years ago, to about 26¢ per pound, cold dressed weight today
(Bureau of Agricultural Economics 1968). Butcher shop prices have increased
accordingly. Good steaks now sell for about a $1 a pound in the butcher
shops, compared with 35 to 45¢ for lamb chops.
Beef numbers are rising in Australia as new management practices increase
production. With production increasing and internal consumption decreasing,
Australia must develop its external markets. Although America is the major
market, such traditional areas as the United Kingdom and the European Common
Market countries are still important. Japan, Singapore, and other southeast
Asia countries offer natural and growing markets .
Turnoff and Herd Dynamics
The turnoff from the national cattle herd in Australia averages about
30% annually (Archer 1968). This varies greatly throughout the country.
In the developed areas of southern Queensland figures as high as 48% are
recorded. In the better ranching areas of the Barkeley Tablelands a turnoff
of 20% or less is common (Keating 1967}. Turnoffs of 10 to 13% are the rule
in the tropical north (Whi tern 1964). Figures in the 11 to 19% category are
to be expected in large areas of Western Queensland, Western New South Wales,
the Northern Territory, and Western Australia.
Turnoff and herd dynamics in the humid temperate and improved pasture
zones are not greatly different from those in the western United States.
However, in much of the more remote areas, the arid zone, and the tropics,
herd dynamics are more akin to those of a well managed Texas deer population
than to livestock farming . Some 60% of the female stock on Australia's
outback ranges are used for replacement. On some properties, particularly
in the Northern Territory and Western Australia, all the heifers produced
are needed to maintain herd numbers . Few females find their way to market
and any large sale of cows from a property may lower its production for several
years to come.
Death losses are high on these properties, ranging around 11 to 12%.
Branding percentages are also low. No one knows the exact calving percentages
but they are generally accepted as fa·irly high. However, the numbers of
calves branded per 100 breeding females are usually much lower than those in
America .
The average branding percentage for the state of Queensland is 55%; 47%
is the average figure for the better ranching areas of the Barkeley Tablelands
(Keating 1967) . Figures of 35% are common for the Northern Territory (Whitem
1964), and an average branding figure of 23% has been estimated for the
Kimberely region of Western Australia (Western Aust. Dept . of Agr. 1969,
unpublished information, Ord River District).
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Over much of the range country only ·about a fourth of the cattle in a
herd are breeding animals. The Department of Agriculture in Western Australia
has estimated the herd structure for a typical million acre property in the
Kimberelys. There the stocking rate is about 10 animals per square mile.
A typical herd would consist of 350 bulls, 5,000 breeding cows, 3,100 weaner
calves, 2,700 one and two year old bullocks, 2,500 two and three year old
steers, 1 ,350 three and four year old steers, 600 four and five year old
steers, and about 100 steers in excess of five years of age. This typical
property would have a calving percentage of about 76%, a branding percentage
of 22%, a 12% death loss and a 10% sale of all cattle.
Management
Australian cattle properties are extensive operations based on low capital
and labor input, producing four or five year old steers for the hamburger trade.
Most of the ranges are unfenced and mustering may be a continuous operation.
During the dry season, cattle are water trapped at bore holes and springs.
During the wet season some riding for muster is usually practiced. Those
animals ready for slaughter are sent to the meat works and those unfit for
killing turned back to pasture.
Shorthorn cattle are the basis of the range cattle industry in Australia.
They are usually run on the open range with no attempt to control breeding
or grazing of the animals. Although new blood lines are brought in from stud
farms in the south of Australia, the practice of adding improved bulls is
diminished in effectiveness due to the large number of wild bulls available
and the inability of the stud farm raised bulls to travel the long distances
on the open range. Many properties shoot the wild bulls to remove them from
the population, but in most cases much of the breeding is still done by the
local bulls that escape the muster. Calving is controlled largely by environmental conditions. Few properties make any attempts to bring the bulls in or
set a calving season.
The animals make good growth during the wet season and lose 25 to 40%
of their body weight during the dry season. This pattern results in a
marketable steer of 1 ,000 pounds at four or five years of age. Pasture
improvement with Townsville lucerne or supplemental feeding might allow
steers to be produced at a younger age, but under range conditions it is
almost impo:,sible to produce a marketable animal in less than four or five years.
The results of these extensive low input operations is a property that
yields 18 to 20% on investment because investment is extremely low. The
combination low labor costs and practically no charge for land makes it
possible to obtain good returns on the meager amounts invested. Although
production can be increased greatly through range improvement and improved
management practices, the actual percentage return to investment may drop as
money is invested into the land to improve it . Unimproved rangelands will
sell from 25 to 50¢ per acre and an annual lease fee of 60¢ per square mile
is the usual charge for use of the land. Although these lands may run only
4 to 10 cattle per square mile, the investment per animal is low. If the
bush is cleared and improved pasture planted at the cost of $10 to $20 per
acre, many more livestock can be raised but the return to investment may be
lower then for the unimproved range.
Possibilities for Improvement
The potential for improving the production of Australian rangeland is
great. Much improvement can be done simply through a change in management
practices . Other improvements may take investment of capital and improved
management as well.
The most obvious need in the cattle industry in Australia is to bring
the livestock under control. In the large unfenced cattle operations that
exist now, it is impossible to control breeding, do effective culling, salvage
old animals, do selective feeding or practice pasture improvement.
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In many areas of the Australian cattle country as many as 40% of the
. calves do not survive because they are born during the middle of the hot, dry
season. They perish from heat prostration, lack of milk, and exhaustion.
Bulls are with the cows year around and the cows normally breed early in the
six months wet season. They calve during the middle or latter part of the
dry season. Cows are poor and weak, milk production is low and temperatures
in excess of 100° F may extend for weeks at a time. Many of the calves
simply do not survive. Until both bulls and cows are brought under control,
little can be done to change this loss in young animals.
By the same token on the unfenced range it is almost impossible to do
effective culling and salvage the old cows and steers that will die during
the dry season. If the properties were fenced, those animals with poor
teeth, physical defects, etc. could be culled and shipped to market rather
than allowed to die on the range.
Fencing and bringingthe animals under control would also allow supplemental feeding to be given the old or weak animals, those that calve out of
season, etc. Many cattlemen in Australia do not use any supplemental feed.
The general attitude is that it is less expensive to let weak animals die
rather than feed the entire herd. Until pastures are fenced and herds can
be divided, this attitude may be correct.
Many of the ranges in Australia are phosphorus deficient and the feeding
of supplemental phosphate has been shown to increase production (Barnes and
Jephcott 1955, Hart and Mitchell 1965) . However, again this cannot be
practiced unless the animals are in fenced paddocks. Disease control is
also more difficult on the open range than in fenced pastures (Rose 1966).
The pastures of Australia's interior are not producing near their
potential. Large areas around the water holes have been grazed out while
areas 5 to 10 miles from water are practically untouched. Water development
and fencing would allow a more even utilization of the range resource.
Pasture improvement, either through deferred rotation grazing or planting
of new plants cannot be practiced until the pastures are fenced and brought
under control. In the tropical north of Australia the average carrying
capacity of unimproved range is about 4 beasts per square mile. Where the
country is cleared and planted to Townsville lucerne about 1 animal per 4
acres can be grazed. This improvement can only take place if the land is
fenced and capital is available for development.
The introduction of new breeds and bloodlines into the Australian range
cattle industry can greatly increase production. The infusion of Zebu blood
through cross breedi ng has been shown to greatly improve efficiency (Macfarlane
1967}. The Santa Gertrudis breed is also making an impact on the Australian
cattle industry. Although Australian graziers would like to have more Zebus,
Santa Gertrudis, Africander and Boran types, their laws do not allow the
importation of animals or semen from other countries. Improvement of the
livestock must be done from within with those animals available.
Regardless of the problems and restrictions, Australia is improving its
cattle industry at a rapid pace. New markets have spurred improvement practices
and management changes. A good example is the transport situati on f or marketing
cattle. As short a t ime as 10 years ago, about 75% of the cattle in Australia
were trailed to market. Today about 75% of them are moved by road and the
number being trailed decreases each year. Likewise many changes in f eeding,
breeding and management are taking place.
The Future of Australia's Cattle Industry
The potential for future production of cattle in Australia is great. From
a biological standpoint, the potential for increase is staggering . Increases
due to improved management are equally promising . The long term out look for
Australia as a major factor in the world beef market is good (Gruen 1966).
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There is every reason to believe that Australia will be a major supplier of
beef for world markets, and if the current trend continues, American may be
its major customer.
The effect of the Australian livestock industry on the American cattlemar
will be both as a competitive producer and as an area for investment .
From the competitive standpoint, Australia is mostly a lean meat producer
for our hamburger trade. It will be a long time before fed meat coming from
Australia is a factor. The ultimate competitive effect on Australia will
depend primarily on our own population growth and our affluence. If our
population continues to rise and if we can raise the purchasing power of our
poverty level consumer, then the Australian meat will not be a major detriment
to the development of our own beef industry. We can concentrate on developing
a quality product and still handle the lower quality meat coming in from
Australia. However, if our general economy slumps and we fail to raise the
purchasing power of our low income groups in this country, then the low
quality meat for Australia can definitely be a competitive factor in the
American cattle business.
On the other hand, the investment opportunities in Australia are excellent.
It is a country of great potential. It is lacking primarily in risk capital,
and management with development experience. Many American ranchers have both
of these and Australia offers an excellent opportunity for them to increase
their holdings. In fact, the large number of Americans now in Australia is
ample evidence of its attractiveness to our people.
The fact is that Australia is great cattle country. She will be a factor
in the world beef trade for a long time to come. Whether we like it or not,
our industry wi 11 continue to have closer contact and closer working relationships with the Australian cattle industry.
Whether the Australian cattle industry is a beneficial or detrimental
factor to the American cattle producer depends primarily on what happens to
this country rather than what happens in Australia. If our economy is kept
affluent, and our beef industry concentrates on a quality product, there
will be no competition. We will be actually soliciting the produce from the
Australian supplier as our population grows. If we allow the overall American
economy to go into a recession, then the American beef industry will not only
be faced with competition from Australian beef, but with the lower priced and
lower quality meats such as poultry and meat substitutes from this country.
Australia, in the long run, is not so much a competitor of the American
cattle industry as a partner in the challenging job of supplying animal
protein to a growing, hungry world population .
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The purpose of this conference is to bring
together ranchmen, technicians, and others
interested in ranch and range management in
an effort to help solve some of the problems
facing today's ranching industry. These
meetings will provide for discussion of the
latest information on brush control, grazing
systems, stocking rates, ranch investment,
income tax problems on ranches, forage
inventories, wildlife management, range
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other points of concern on West Texas
ranches.
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is composed of ranchmen, bankers, range
technicians and research specialists. Members
of this Advisory Committee welcome your
suggestions concerning the conference.
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